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IMPERIAL BRANDS

Closing the segregation of duties
compliance gap with role re-design
Business profile

Challenge

Imperial Brands is a global fastmoving consumer goods company
borne out of a strong tobacco
heritage and an evolving product
portfolio in next generation products
like vaping and heated tobacco.
Its 30,000-plus employees work
across its product portfolio to create
products in a sustainable way across
160 markets worldwide.

Imperial Brands had previously worked with Turnkey Consulting on a GRC
programme to address the firm’s concerns around Segregation of Duties in its
SAP landscape.

75% reduction in gross
SoD conflicts
70% reduction of third-party
support costs for security
and user admin

This compliance project provided much more transparency and granularity to its
SoD reporting, effectively reducing the gap between the external auditors’ expectations
of what the definitions should be and how the firm had been managing SoD in its
main SAP system.
Although the reporting was now in line with auditing requirements, Imperial Brands
was aware that its existing role-based access design was increasingly outdated,
not having changed for over 10 years. The access profiles had been inherited and
there were a significant number of conflicts with the new rule set. Most of the role
descriptions were unrecognisable, not in plain English and therefore difficult for line
managers to understand and work with.

Solution
Imperial Brands turned to Turnkey to help them refresh and re-design the role-based
access design globally, to bring it in line with the business’ current operating models
as well as the new SoD definitions.
Without standard business processes or organisational structures to go on, usage
analytics from the SAP GRC toolset was obtained providing a detailed view of
aggregated end-user usage behaviour over a prolonged period of time. The list
of user transactions provided key insight into the areas that staff were currently
accessing and provided a focus for the scope of the re-design.
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“Turnkey has excellent
GRC capability, and their
understanding of SAP
security is impressive.”
DIRK TEL,
GROUP INTERNAL CONTROL MANAGER
AT IMPERIAL BRANDS PLC

Benefits
•

75% reduction in gross SoD
conflicts: Risks around fraud
and SoD conflict have been
dramatically reduced.

•

Accelerated project delivery:
Turnkey deployed its experience
and knowledge of SAP accelerators
to deliver the project in five
months, instead of a year.

•

•

•

Reduced costs of project delivery:
Turnkey leveraged the existing
capabilities with the SAP GRC
toolkit and the use of its offshore team in Kuala Lumpur, to
accelerate the project delivery and
drive down costs.
Up to 70% reduction of third-party
support costs for security and
user admin: “Although it was a
compliance-driven project, we had
built a commercial benefit case
around it too, to reduce our thirdparty support costs. We achieved
this by implementing GRC access
request management, so markets
can request and approve their own
market role-based access for their
users, resulting in a considerable
reduction of support costs for
security and user admin.”
Improved accountability within
local entities: Local managers
will now have a much better
understanding of the access they
are approving and the GRC access
request management functionality
empowers local teams to get
required access fast.

By filtering and re-defining new profiles for access controls, the list of ‘everyday’
individual transactions reduced from 3,500 to 2,500 which then provided the
basis for allocating these to logical groups of activities which should go together
into a single task role.
The result of the re-design provided Imperial Brands with a landscape of around
125 global roles that could be used for its 1,700 users, with the ability to restrict
roles geographically as required. Additionally, around 44 country-specific roles
were created, mainly for local customised activities.
Turnkey kept project delivery costs minimal by leveraging the existing capabilities
with the SAP GRC toolkit and the use of its off-shore team in Kuala Lumpur. These
tools allowed Turnkey to very quickly design and build new roles and accelerate
the project delivery. Scripting and mass maintenance tools, along with Turnkey’s
application of previous project experience meant the project was completed within
5 months, on time and on budget.
Dirk Tel, Group Internal Control Manager at Imperial Brands PLC said, “Through their
in-depth knowledge and the accelerators available within SAP, Turnkey was able to
deliver a full role re-design in a period of 5 months instead of the usual year timeline.”

Summary
“Turnkey has excellent GRC capability, and their understanding of SAP security is
impressive.”
“Our project came under budget and this project has laid the foundation for us to
expand this to our wider ERP landscape, allowing for further streamlining user admin
processes and related cost reduction.”
Dirk Tel, Group Internal Control Manager at Imperial Brands PLC
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